Unusual Occurrence of Dentoalveolar Manifestations in a Case with Beta Thalassemia Trait
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Abstract
A case of thalassemia minor with dentoalveolar manifestations in a 22-year-old Iranian male is presented. On the basis of patient complaint of upper incisors mobility, radiographic examination was performed which revealed enlarged medullary space, thin lamina dura, prominent antegonial notch, spiky and short roots of upper incisors and a generalized root resorption. This is the second report of dentoalveolar changes in regard to a minor hemoglobinopathy disorder. In this case treatment was carried out with 1 mg per day oral folic acid for 2 months which relieved patient complaint as well as some radiographic changes.
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Introduction
Thalassemia is the most common type of hemoglobinopathies transmitted by hereditary. These disorders are characterized by decreased or absent synthesis of globin chains (Alpha (α) or Beta (β)). This results in a deficient hemoglobin structure with erythrocytes unable to carry adequate oxygen to cells causing insufficient tissue perfusion and delayed growth and development. In β thalassemia, β globin production can range from near normal to complete absent leading to wide range of symptoms. In the most severe form of the disease (β thalassemia major), severely reduced or absent synthesis of β globin chains from both genes (homozygous state) occurs, which results in splenomegaly, growth retardation, irritability, pallor, skeletal abnormalities and maxillofacial complications. Thalassemia trait (minor), resulting from heterozygousity for β thalassemia, depending on the rate of β chain production presents as clinically asymptomatic or with very mild symptoms such as pale or shortness of breath which is more prominent during situations requiring more oxygen such as exercise and pregnancy [1,2]. These disorders may be diagnosed in laboratory investigations by elevated hemoglobin A2 and normal or elevated hemoglobin F. Also, hypochromic and microcytic Red Blood Cells (RBCs) with or without slight degree of anemia can be seen [3].

Thalassemia intermedia is a condition where the lack of β protein in hemoglobin is great enough to cause a moderately severe anemia and significant health problems including bone deformities and enlarged spleen. The severity of this condition is measured by the number of blood transfusions the patient requires in a period of time. Patients with thalassemia intermedia usually need blood transfusions to improve their quality of life but not in order to survive [4].

The incidence of thalassemia trait is 4.4 per 10000 live births and it is more common in people of Mediterranean origin and to a lesser degree, southern Asians and African Americans [5]. Iran as an Asian country is also affected with a large number of thalassemic patients. The highest rate (more than 10%) is seen in Caspian sea and the Persian gulf regions. The prevalence of the disease in other areas is 4-8 percent.

Also, more than 2 million carriers of the β thalassemia mutant gene are living in this country [6].

Dentoalveolar abnormalities occur frequently in the course of β thalassemia major and to some extent in intermedia form [7], but tooth and bone changes in β thalassemia trait has not been previously reported in literature, however there is a report on clinical oral sign occurrence in a patient with minor α thalassemia trait [8]. The following is a first time case report of a β thalassemia minor patient with dentoalveolar manifestations.

Case Description and Results
A 22 years old male patient presented with a complaint of upper incisors mobility, which was exacerbated since 6 months before. There was no history of trauma, or any evidence of periodontal disease or caries of maxillary incisors. Oral examination revealed a class II division 1 malocclusion with no traumatic contacts. No other anomaly could be detected.

Radiographic examination revealed enlarged medullary space, thin lamina dura, prominent antegonial notch (Figure 1), spiky and short roots of upper incisors (Figure 2) and a generalized root resorption (Figures 2-7). The marrow expansion within the anterior mandible resulted in a circular radiolucency consistent with over stimulation of bone marrow in thalassemia disorders (Figure 8).

Laboratory examination showed microcytic, hypochromic RBCs with a compensatory increase in their numbers (Table 1). All other parameters were within normal limits.

The patient was treated with 1 mg/day oral folic acid for 2 months. Within 3 weeks, the maxillary incisor mobility was fully resolved. The cyst-like radiolucency of mandibular anterior region decreased to about half its original size 2 month after therapy (Figure 9).

Discussion
Over the past decade the attitude toward clinical presentation of hereditary diseases has been changed. There are many hereditary transported disorders with a specific genetic
etiology which show a vast range of manifestations. Today the classification of these diseases is preferably based on their clinical manifestations in spite of their genetic base. In $\beta$ thalassemia, since 1990 the term intermedia was assigned for a group of thalassemia disorders with heterozygous compound which show a milder clinical picture than the homozygous form; however, these patients are also in need of transfusions. Furthermore, in contrast with the classical recessive forms of $\beta$ thalassemia which leads to a reduced production of normal $\beta$ globin chains, some rare mutations result in the synthesis of extremely unstable $\beta$ globin variants which precipitate in erythroid precursors causing ineffective erythropoiesis.

**Figure 1.** Class II malocclusion with the normal mandibular cortex thickening.

**Figure 3.** Root resorption in right maxillary canine and premolars.

**Figure 2.** Resorption and spiky shape of upper incisors’ roots.

**Figure 4.** Root resorption in left maxillary canine and premolars.

**Figure 5.** Root resorption in right maxillary molars.
These mutations are associated with a clinically detectable thalassemia phenotype in the heterozygote and are therefore referred to as "dominant β thalassemias" [9].

Dento-alveolar manifestations in thalassemia major and to a lesser extent in the intermedia form include spiky shaped short roots, taurodontism, attenuated lamina dura, enlarged bone marrow spaces, small maxillary sinuses, absence of inferior alveolar canal and thin cortex of mandible. Craniofacial deformities include universal class II skeletal base relationship with a short mandible, a reduced posterior facial height and increased anterior facial proportions [10].

In a complete database search, only one case report of thalassemia trait with oral manifestations was found. Alexander et al reported a case of minor α thalassemia with clinical signs of pronounced anterior maxillary protrusion, severe generalized alveolar bone loss, and an area of radiodensity usually seen in infarcted bone of other hemoglobinopathies [8].

In this case report a β thalassemia trait patient with dentoalveolar manifestations of class II malocclusion, bone marrow enlargement in jaws, attenuated lamina dura, and generalized root resorption is presented.

The coexistence of other diseases such as arthropathy [11], aseptic osteonecrosis of the femoral head [12], asthma [13], leg ulcer [14-17], hemochromatosis [18] and mood disorders [19] with minor β thalassemia trait has been shown in previous studies.

In thalassemia, reduced amount of β chains in the hemoglobin structure results in a relative excess of unbound alpha globin chains which precipitate in erythroid precursors in the bone marrow, leading to their premature death and thus causing ineffective erythropoiesis. Peripheral hemolysis contributing to anemia, occurs when insoluble alpha globin include membrane damage to the peripheral erythrocytes. As a result, a compensatory mechanism in bone marrow to overcome chronic anemia leads to intensive and ineffective over stimulation of bone marrow [5,20], which in turn causes the bone marrow to expand (up to 25 to 30 times normal) [1]. Bone marrow expansion can result in the classical deformity (class II malocclusion) of facial bones [7].

There are several etiologic factors which may lead to root resorption. These include periapical or periodontal infection, orthodontic pressure, impacted tooth or tumor pressure [21]. In the present case report these stimuliators were not detected. It can be postulated that over activation of osteoclasts, a major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RBC</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>Mil/mm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>g/dl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCV</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>fl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCH</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>pg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCHC</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>g/dl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Laboratory results of patients.
cause of osteopenia/osteoporosis in β thalassemia major [22], may be the contributing factor of root resorption.

Previous investigations have indicated that there is no significant correlation between mean serum levels of plasma folate and vitamin B12 levels in beta thalassemic carriers and in normal subjects [23,24]. However, the patient in this case report was treated with oral folic acid 1mg/day for 2 months and his chief complaint of incisor teeth mobility was completely resolved. In addition, widening of bone marrow in radiographic view decreased to about half its original size.

Considering the present case report, it seems that monitoring of patients with the thalassemia trait for possible clinical signs and symptoms is indicated, and the treatment of choice should be selected according to the patient's symptoms.
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